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ABSTRACT
As increasing numbers of parents look to nonpublic
school alternatives for the education of their children,
states struggle with the problem of allowing educational
diversity while ensuring some form of accountability.
This paper examines the historical factors leading to
the emergence of nonpublic school options and identifies the
issues of constitutional rights, funding, curriculum and
inadequacies of the existing bureaucratic structures as major
obstacles toward resolving this problem.
Interviews with Montana representatives from public,
private and home school sectors indicate many of the same
concerns as those identified in the literature review.
Several states have taken steps toward developing
structures to deal with this complex issue.
Six other
states* legislation and structures for cooperation are
reviewed.
This paper argues for the development in Montana of a
cooperative structure which represents public, private and
home schools.
This structure would develop suitable means
of accountability for each sector, facilitate the exchange
of ideas and teaching methods and develop cooperative
partnerships between the sectors.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
On October 25, 1988, a group of home schoolers appeared
before the Gallatin County Commissioners in Bozeman, Montana
to voice concerns regarding a form letter sent to them by
County Superintendent Mary Ann Brown.

The letter requested

a reply to the following:
. . . (1) to maintain records on pupil attendance
and disease immunization and make such records
available to the county superintendent of schools
upon request? (2) to provide at least 180 days of
pupil instruction or the equivalent; (3) to be
housed in a building that is in compliance with
local health and safety regulations? (4) to provide
an organized course of study including instruction
in subjects required in public schools as a basic
instructional program? and, in the case of home
schools, (5) to notify the county superintendent
of schools of the student's attendance at the
school.1
Although the items contained in the letter are outlined
in Montana Code 20-5-109, nonpublic school requirements for
compulsory enrollment exemption, home schoolers questioned
Brown's authority in sending the letter and stated they were
not compelled by law to complete the form in order to be in
compliance with the law.

Brown maintained her intention in

using the form was solely to keep track of children being
home schooled.2
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This

local

the country

dispute

between

government.

typifies

home

and

the

conflict

throughout

private

schools,

and

state

The problem is how we can allow for diverse

educational options while ensuring accountability.
The past 25 years have seen a substantial expansion in
nonpublic

education.

The

number

of

private

schools

has

increased, and anywhere from 30,0003 to 300,000A children are
estimated to be home schooled.

In Gallatin County three

private elementary schools were recorded
In 1987, there were six.5

school year.

for the

1963-64

The latest county

report for 1988-89 shows 70 home schools with an enrollment
of 103.

The State of Montana records 110 private schools

(enrollment

unlisted)

and

745

home

schooled

children.6

Reasons given for choosing a nonpublic school alternative
range

from wanting to spend more time with the child or

wanting to instill "values," to objecting to public school
teaching methods,
bright
methods,

or

especially for those children extremely

slow.
two

However,

approaches

out

are

of

multiple

discernible,

reasons
that

of

and
the

religious advocates and that of the followers of the late
educator John Holt.7
Up until
substantial

1965,

portion

the Catholic schools accounted for a
of

nonpublic

education.

National

statistics show that for the 1965-66 school year. Catholic
schools accounted

for 87 percent of the nonpublic school

enrollment or 5.6 million youths.

By 1982 the enrollment
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represented a little more than 64 percent of the private
school

population.

were experiencing

a

However,

while

decline,

from

the

Catholic

1965-1983

schools

evangelical

enrollment (kindergarten through twelfth grade) increased by
627 percent, with a 223 percent increase in the number of
schools.8

In addition, parents' ordering Christian materials

for use in home education has risen dramatically, with an
estimated

50,000

children

in

kindergarten

through

grade currently being schooled by this method.9

eighth

This expan¬

sion of private evangelical schooling comes on the heels of
several Supreme Court decisions.
Engle

v.

Vitale

[370

U.S.

421

The most notable case is
(1962)],

which

officially

declared prayer in public schools unconstitutional, and the
1963 ruling mandating the Bible to be read in school only for
historical,
exercise.10

literary or social reasons, not as a religious
These rulings

legally established the public

schools as secular and moved public education away from the
Christian values on which it had been

founded.

Just as

private Roman Catholic Schools formed in response to Protes¬
tant dominated public schools,

Protestant private schools

have now emerged as an alternative to secular public educa¬
tion.
The other segment of the population also critical of the
public

school

system

educator John Holt.11

follows

the

philosophy

of

the

late

This group has its roots in the early

progressive education movement, a movement the public schools
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at

one

time

also

sought

to

emulate.

These

educators,

however,

believe the public schools have

mission,

and charge that the public system remains overly

structured

and

standardized.

Home

failed

schools

in their

and

private

schools following this movement claim to offer their students
an

informal

environment

geared

toward

individual,

child

directed learning.12
Whether one is a supporter of public, private or home
school education, it is this author's belief that the child's
well-being should be the foremost concern.
every child be educated,
necessary.
through

the

One way

To ensure that

some method of accountability is

accountability

coordination

of

all

could be
primary

achieved

and

is

secondary

education.
This professional paper will present a survey of the
literature,

identify

the

needs

and

concerns

of

public,

private and home schools in Montana, and make recommendations
for

the

coordination

and

accountability

of

primary

and

secondary education in the state.
In order to fully understand this new surge of home and
private

schools,

Chapter

2

will

review

the

literature

commencing with an examination of the historical beginnings
of the public school system.

Next, the inadequacies in state

legislation and a review of case law regarding constitutional
rights will be discussed.
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Since
private

the

controversy

education

coordination,

over

contributes

these

issues

funding
to

the

must

for

public

and

complexity

of

also

be

examined.

Traditional funding as well as new voucher proposals will be
addressed in this section.
No

review of

public

and

private

education would

be

complete without a discussion of the teaching methods and
curricula

employed

by

the

diverse

educational

sectors.

Disputes over what should be taught and how remain a central
concern of this unresolved issue.
A final concern addressed in this chapter is the lack
of an acceptable framework for the accountability of diverse
educational sectors.
schools

often

bureaucratic
problems

and

have

Home schools and alternative private
difficulty

structure.
explore

This

the

fitting

into

the

section

will

evaluate

possibility

of

an

existing
the

alternative

coordinating structure.
Chapter 3 will review Montana legislation and identify
the needs and concerns of public,
educators in the state.

private and home school

Interviews with key representatives

from each of these sectors reveal many of the same concerns
identified through the literature review.
Several states which have attempted to deal with the
nonpublic school issue will be the subject of Chapter 4.

An

analysis of these states' requirements for private and home
schoolers and their structures for coordination will prove

6

helpful in addressing the similar educational problems of.
Montana.
The concluding chapter,

Chapter 5, will recommend the

development of a state structure for the coordination of all
educational sectors in Montana.

The primary purpose of this

multi-sector

be

framework

will

to

facilitate

better

educational opportunities for all youth, develop methods of
accountability suitable for each sector, facilitate partner¬
ships

between

public,

private

and

home

schools

for

the

exchange of ideas and the sharing of resources, and provide
an avenue for communication and cooperation between sectors.
For

this

paper,

interviews

were

conducted with

representatives of the stakeholding audience.

key

The public

school sector was represented by the President of the Montana
Education

Association

(MEA),

county

superintendents,

an

assistant public school superintendent and a representative
of the Office of Public Instruction (OPI).

For the private

school sector, interviews were held with administrators of
private schools in Gallatin County.
tives

included home

Gallatin
school

County

lobbyist,

Coalition.
identified

school

home school

parents,
parents*

an

organizer

group,

a

of

paid

the
home

and a member of the Montana Home School

Although
by

Home school representa¬

those

many

of

interviewed

the
are

issues

and

consistent

concerns
with

the

literature review, the case study research method precludes
the making of broad generalizations.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Historical Overview
From the earliest colonial days,
made

to address

Massachusetts

the

Bay

educational

Colony

in

1642

compulsory education statute.
for

schools

or teachers,

needs

an attempt has been
of

children.

instituted

The

the

first

Although it did not provide

it vested with the parents

the

responsibility of educating their children or providing a
master to do so.1
trend

away

from

Complete understanding of the current
public

education,

however,

is

found

in

examining the tenets upon which the public or "common" school
was

first

founded.

It

is this era,

1830-1865,

that the

social, religious and economic crosswinds all funneled into
an

educational

school.

movement

known

as

the

age

of

the

common

Although it was not without its opposition,

the

common school movement garnered its strength from reformers
who

envisioned an educated citizenry that would preserve

democracy

and

cure

social

ills,

labor

unions

who

saw

education as a means to upward mobility as well as a means
of protecting their rights,

and Protestants who wished to

establish Protestant Christianity as the American ethic.

Of

9
particular significance in the move to establish a public
system of education was the tension between the increasing
cultural diversity and the need to establish a united nation.
As early as 1779, Thomas Jefferson addressed this concern in
a proposal to the Virginia legislature, "A Bill for the More
General Diffusion of Knowledge."

The primary impetus for

this sophisticated and progressive bill was the desire to
develop an

educated citizenry.

educational
rather

than

This bill

called

for an

system that would be tax supported and state
federally

or

church

controlled.2

Jefferson

believed that if mob rule was to be avoided and an orderly
political process was to take place,

it would be necessary

to "illuminate as far as practicable, the minds of the people
at large."3

It is interesting to note that although there

was a need for the development of a common ideology, the fear
of central control was always present.

Ultimately under the

Tenth Amendment, the education of the country was left up to
the states.
Jefferson's
system,

however,

concept
did

of

not

a

civic,

immediately

secular

educational

prevail,

and

the

emphasis during the formation of the public schools was on
religion.

Protestants who also recognized the need for a set

of common principles saw the public schools as an avenue to
proselytize and uplift the lives of the immigrants.
The influx of non-English speaking immigrants as well
as

industrial urbanization had created many problems and
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social ills for the country.

Between 1830 and 1840, America

received 500,000 immigrants.

By the late 1840's,

individuals were arriving each year.4
Irish

potato

failure
German

in

famine

and

liberal

the German Revolution

immigrants began to

Great Britain.5

200,000

Precipitated by the

and
of

republican
1848,

the

forces'

Irish and

outnumber those arriving

from

In 1820, there had been twelve cities with

a population over 10,000.

By 1860,

surpassing the 100,000 mark.6

there were 101,

eight

Communities were ill prepared

for the influx of immigrants, and overcrowding,

sanitation

and transportation were only a few of the problems.

The

increased cultural diversity, the large number of children
in urban areas, the needs of an industrial society, as well
as .a

perceived

Roman

Catholic

threat

to

the

Protestant

stronghold, all led to increased calls for a public school
system.

For labor unions, education was seen as an avenue

for economic mobility.

In addition,

as industrialization

further divided the classes, labor unions regarded education
as a way to be informed of their rights and a way to avoid
exploitation and control by monopolies.7

Through education

laborers thought* the social wrongs that plagued the common
worker could be righted and a new social

order could be

achieved.
The

Protestant

Christian

also believed

that

through

education the decadence of the cities could be eliminated.
Moreover,

education would be

a means

of

social

control.
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Through the school system a commonality could be established
that would unite these diverse ethnic groups.

English would

be the official language and Protestant Christianity would
be the American ethic.8

The massive emigration of Roman

Catholics with their European ties were perceived as a threat
not only to the Protestant religion but to the political
stability of the country.

Education with European connec¬

tions had always been suspect,
Georgia
office
abroad.9

statute
for

the
At

which
same

first

as illustrated by the 1785

prohibited
number

reluctant

of

residents
years

to

that

support

from

holding

they

studied

common

schools,

Protestants now saw control of the schools as essential to
their survival.

Fearing expansion of Catholicism to the

west, the Protestants created missionary societies and Sunday
School Unions to support the development of the Protestant
religion and the common schools.

Often these societies met

in common school buildings and provided educational activi¬
ties

beyond

Mississippi

that

offered by the

Valley

Enterprise

was

school.10
created

In
by

1829,
the

the

Sunday

School Union with a mission to evangelize "all the country
west

of the Alleghenies to the Rocky Mountains

and

from

Michigan to Louisiana.1,11
Although many of these organizations were interdenomina¬
tional and were eventually displaced by denominational Sunday
Schools, these groups set the religious tones of the public
school system.12

Because the emphasis for the formation of

12

common

schools

had

been

religious,

the

Roman

Catholics

refused to support these institutions and established their
own private schools.

Groups such as the Association for the

Propagation of the Faith of Lyons and Paris, the Leopoldine
Association

of Vienna,

and the

Ludwig Missionsverein

of

Munich provided substantial monetary support for Catholicism
in America.13

Such aid only served to intensify the Protes¬

tants' fear of foreign control.
For a considerable period of time the public schools
were very much Protestant in orientation.

Between 1839 and

1920, 120 million Protestant McGuffey readers were sold and
the

New

England

Primer

was

outwardly

anti-Catholic.14

Although reformers such as Horace Mann and Horace Bushnell
advocated finding a common religious denominator that all
faiths could live with and sought to establish hard work and
honesty as values without addressing a specific religion,15
Roman

Catholics* remained

distrustful.

Private

schools

continued to proliferate and from the 1850's until the mid
1960's over 90 percent of children attending private schools
were in Roman Catholic institutions.

The substantial number

of Roman Catholic schools threatened Protestant Americans
well into the 1990's,

and in 1925 the Oregon legislature

attempted to prohibit all private education.

The Supreme

Court, however, invalidated the statute (Pierce v. Society
of Sisters [268 U.S. 510 1925]) and declared that although

13
the state had an interest in education,

the public school

need not be the only means of obtaining that education.
By 1870, the McGuffey readers were revised and a shift
toward a nondenominational public school had begun to take
place.

Educators such as John Dewey sought to bring back

the principles of Thomas Jefferson and advocated that schools
be secular rather than religiously oriented.

In 1918 the

Association for the Advancement of Progressive Education also
supported secular education.17
gain momentum and,

These influences continued to

as Protestants realized Rome presented

little threat, the secular movement slowly but persistently
took hold.

This trend was also evident in the courts.

In

a 1943 case brought on religious grounds, West Virginia v.
Barrette, the U.S. Supreme Court invalidated a state statute
requiring

students

Jackson maintained,

to

salute

"If

the

there

constitutional constellation,

is

flag.
any

Justice

fixed

star

Robert
in

our

it is that no official, high

or petty, can prescribe what shall be orthodox in politics,
nationalism, religion and other matters of opinion or force
citizens to confess by word or act their faith therein."18
In another

landmark case,

Engle v.

Vitale

[370 U.S.

421

(1962) ], prayer in school was officially declared unconstitu¬
tional and a 1963 ruling ordered the Bible be used in public
schools for literary or historical purposes but not as a
religious exercise.19
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For

Protestants

these

rulings

represented

a

total

rejection of the beliefs which had so dominated the public
schools of the past.

Finding schools devoid of Christian

values and seemingly unpatriotic, some evangelical Protestant
groups have gone to private and home schooling.
since the mid 1960's,

In turn,

Roman Catholics have experienced a

decline in private school enrollment.

While there may be

multiple reasons for this decline, perhaps Roman Catholics
now feel less threatened by the secular public schools.
Those followers of John Holt who appear to be in line
with the secular and progressive principles first set forth
by

the

Association

Education (PEA)

for

the

Advancement

of

Progressive

in 1918, also remain dissatisfied with the

current public school system.

This group believes that the

desire for a common citizenry has overshadowed individual
diversity

and

that

standardized

methods

and

procedures

required for the development of an industrial society fall
short of what is needed today.
This tension between cultural and individual diversity
and

the need of a

nation to establish

common principles

remains an inherent problem of the political system.
not

one

balanced.

that

can

be

solved,

but

only

one

that

It is
can

be

15
Constitutional Rights
Tocqueville stated it well:
... we must watch the infant in his mother's arms? we
must see the first images which the external world casts
upon the dark mirror of his mind, the first occurrences
which he witnesses; we must hear the first words which
awaken the sleeping powers of thought, and stand by his
earliest efforts, if we would understand the prejudices,
the habits, and the passions which will rule his life.
The entire man is, so to speak, to be seen in the cradle
of the child.20
It

is

this

premise

that

lies

subtly yet

powerfully

beneath what at times appear to be trivial disputes over the
educational

process.

The

fundamental

issue

of

control,

however, pervades this controversy, for whoever controls the
experiences of a child not only controls the child but the
future as well.
This struggle over who has the right to determine the
means

by which

a

child

shall

be

educated

and what will

constitute that education has found little direction in case
law.

The

intricacies

surrounding state

legislation,

and

state, parents' and children's rights are not easily untan¬
gled and the issue remains far from resolved.
As the nonpublic education movement gathered support,
few states were prepared for challenges to the compulsory
education laws.

Since 1918 all states had enacted compulsory

school attendance laws21 and many were uncertain about how to
deal with this return to home schooling.

Because states have

jurisdiction over education, laws and policies regarding home
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and private schooling remain as diverse as the communities
themselves.
for

Although all states now have made some provision

schooling,22

home

regulations

run

the

gamut.

Some

specify curricula, some require annual testing of children,
and

still

others

require

home

school

instructors

to

be

certified.23
Vague or too restrictive legislation as well as issues
over constitutional rights have led to a proliferation of
court challenges.

Relying upon due process,

and privacy rights,

free exercise

parents and private institutions have

challenged compulsory education laws and other state regula¬
tions.
In states where legislation has failed to be specific,
the reaction of the court has been mixed.
of due process,

Under the doctrine

individuals cannot be held responsible for

their actions if the statute is not sufficiently definite or
is vague.24
750

In State of Wisconsin v.

(1983)],

phrase

the Wisconsin

"private

subject

to

however,

alternative

the

opposite.

school"

outcome

of

Supreme

was

Poolanz
Court

ruled

constitutionally

interpretations.25
a

[332 N.W.

similar

dispute

In
was

2d

that

the

vague

and

Arkansas,
just

the

The Arkansas Supreme Court ruled that the phrase

"private, public or parochial school" sufficiently implied
an institution, not home instruction.26
As

for challenges under the First Amendment,

it has

generally been held that requiring religious private schools
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to meet state regulations is reasonable and does not unduly
burden the

free exercise

of

religion.

Most

states have

sought to balance the states' compelling interest in educa¬
tion with that of religious

free exercise.

However,

the

measurement of what is burdensome varies from state to state.
In Nebraska a private religious school refused to meet state
approval and reporting requirements.

The Nebraska Supreme

Court held that the requirements were reasonable and in no
way prevented the free exercise of religion.27

In a similar

case, Sheridan Road Baptist v. Department of Education [396
N.W.

2d 373

state's

(Mich.

right

t.o

Ct.

App.

require

1986)],

the court upheld the

certification

curricula standards of nonpublic schools.
annual

of

teachers

and

The court rejected

achievement testing as a less burdensome means of

assuring the state's interest had been met, stating that any
teaching deficiencies would be uncovered after the fact.
In

Kentucky

a different

outcome was

realized.

Although

acknowledging the state's interest in education, the court
maintained teacher certification and textbook approval to be
an "onerous burden on freedom of conscience."29
Supreme

Court

held

that

the

state's

The Kentucky

interests

could

be

realized through achievement testing.
As for home schooling, challenges to compulsory educa¬
tion on religious grounds has also been difficult.
recent controversy,

In a

Duro v. District Attorney [712 F 2d 96

(4th Cir. 1983)], a North Carolina parent refused to comply
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with North Carolina compulsory attendance laws based on the
parent's religious beliefs.
legislation

expressly

Since North Carolina had no

providing

for

home

schooling,

the

Fourth Circuit Court stated that the home school did not meet
the requirements of a nonpublic school and maintained that
even if the parents had a protected religious belief,

the

state had an overriding interest to prepare children to be
self-sufficient participants in society.30
In a most noted case, the outcome again took a different
turn.

In Wisconsin v.

Yoder

[406

U.S.

205

(1972)]

the

Supreme Court allowed exemption from compulsory education
under the First Amendment guarantee of the free exercise of
religion.
violation

In this
of

landmark case,

Wisconsin

compulsory

Amish parents were
school

laws

when

in

they

refused to send their children to school past the eighth
grade.

The Supreme Court reversed the conviction based on

the fact that the Amish community had a 300 year history of
self-sufficient communities and that they were exempting only
two years of required schooling.31

In addition,

the youth

would be receiving informal vocational training.32
Those individuals who profess no religious affiliation
must

find

different

education laws.

options

for

challenging

compulsory

Many contend that there are those whose

philosophical beliefs are as strong and central to a group's
identity as any religious affiliation.

The court, however,
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refuses to accord ideological or philosophical belief systems
the same protection as religious affiliation.33
The defense for individuals without religious adherence
has

relied

upon

the

tenets

of

right

of

privacy,

protection or liberty interests of due process.34

equal

The right

of parents to select the influences to which one's child will
be exposed often conflicts with the right of a democratic
society
values.35

to

perpetuate

itself

through

a

common

As mentioned in the historical review,

set

of

the most

relevant case regarding this issue is Pierce v. Society of
the

Sisters

balance

the

[268 U.S.

510

interests

of

(1925)].
the

interests of the parents.36

state

This

case

against

sought to

the

liberty

In this Supreme Court case, the

Oregon legislature had passed legislation which recognized
the public school system as the sole educator.

Striking down

the law, the Supreme Court declared that children were not
"mere creatures of the State."37
parents'

This decision verified the

right to choose a nonpublic education,

but also

affirmed the state the authority to oversee such alterna¬
tives.38

How much control a parent has, however, again is at

the discretion of the state in which one resides.

In State

v. Riddle [285 S.E. 2d 359, 364 (W. VA 1981)], the State of
West

Virginia

provided

for

home

school

the approval of the local school board.
required

proof

of

the

following:

instruction

upon

This county board
(1)

the

qualification for teaching the required subjects,

parents'
(2)

the
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duration and nature of the instruction, and (3) the progress
of the pupils.39

The parents refused to comply,

claiming

their right to educate their children without interference
by the state.
the case,

The West Virginia Supreme Court, in reviewing

held that the requirement to seek approval was

reasonable

and

in no way violated the parents*

right

of

choice.
In a Massachusetts case, Perchemlides v.
16441

(Hampshire Cty.

Superior Ct. Mass.

the balance shifted toward the parents.

Frizzle [No.

Nov.

13,

1978)],

The Massachusetts

Supreme Court ruled that parents may educate their children
any way they wish and that the burden of proof lies with the
state to prove that education is inadequate.40
A

Michigan

district

court

went

even

further.

In

Michigan v. Nobel [Sec. 340.731.CL 1970, 57th Dist. Ct. for
the.County of Allegan; (Jan. 8, 1979)], the court maintained
if

the

state

inadequate,

is

to prove

that

a home

school program

is

it must itself prove that its own educational

program would produce better results than if the child was
educated by the parents.41
Many of those who challenge compulsory education laws
believe

that

the

Constitution

should

be

interpreted

to

restrict political indoctrination by the public schools but
not

by

parents.42

It

is

this

point

regarding

parental

autonomy with which children*s rights advocates take issue.
In Duro v.

District Attorney, the case was distinguishable
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from

Yoder

on

several

points,

most

importantly

consideration of the welfare of the child.43

being

Although the

Supreme Court has not addressed education as a fundamental
right,

since

education,
interest

all

states

have

laws

providing

for

public

at the very least children possess a property
in

process.44

education

that

cannot be

denied without

due

It has been noted in the case of Yoder that Amish

children not in support of their parents may not have been
allowed

to

testify,

and

Justice

Douglas

in

his

dissent

questioned the right of the parents to take precedence over
the children's rights to the full educational opportunity
provided by the State.45
"It

Dissenting Justice Douglas stated:

is the student's judgment,

not his parents',

that is

essential if we are to give full meaning to what we have said
about the Bill of Rights and of the rights of students to be
masters

of

their

own destiny."46

autonomy maintain that
Constitution

traditionally

relationships.
ranted

and

authority.47

these

Supporters

are private

does

not

of parental

issues

extend

to

and

the

private

They hold that to do so would be an unwar¬

wanton

expansion

of

judicial

and

legislative

Others believe that if the parent has a right

to self-determination, then so does the child.

Many believe,

and support with evidence, that exposure to differing views
and the freedom to evaluate and discuss opinion is critical
to intellectual development48 and that access to information
should be limited only by one's ability to comprehend.

Being
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schooled with other children would insure at least minimum
exposure to other viewpoints and provide a check and balance
in the protection of children's rights.49
The fact that the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled on few
private education cases and issued narrow opinions on those
it has reviewed is testament to the extreme complexity of
these educational issues.

Through state court decisions,

all states now provide for some home school option.
nine

states,

schooling,

12

including Montana,
states

grant

an

expressly allow
educational

Twentyfor home

equivalent

to

public schools, and nine require school attendance, with some
interpreting school to include home schooling.50
the disparity between state laws and the

states'

However,
varying

interest in education has yet to be adequately addressed.51
An

economy dependent upon self-sufficient citizens

country

founded upon equal

rights may be

little

and a

able to

afford such lack of consistency.

Funding
Over 30 years ago Associate Justice Robert H. Jackson
stated that schools could not be private for the purpose of
rights and public for the purpose of funding.52
always proven true,

however,

This has not

and just as the balancing of

rights escapes a ready solution, that of funding is equally
complex.

The increased desire for alternatives in education

has brought with it an increased call for alternative methods
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of

funding.

Tax

credits,

vouchers

and

other

means

are

currently being looked at to fund both public and private
education.
One area in which public financing of private education
can be found is in Chapters One and Two of the Education
Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981.

Under President

Reagan this act consolidated 29 federal education programs
into

one block grant.

In

1984,

through this provision,

private schools received three times the aid they previously
had received under the separate programs.53
funding

cuts

resources,

into

and

the

already

supporters

of

limited

public

This shift in
public

education

school
fear

it

encourages private school enrollment and decreases commitment
to the public school system.

In addition, critics of funding

for private schools complain that 95 percent of nonpublic
schools

are

exempt

from

local

property

taxes,

receive

substantial tax deductible contributions and pay no income,
use or sales tax.54

A blurring of the lines between church

and state also adds to the controversy.

It is estimated that

over $1,000,000,000 in public funds annually support reli¬
gious institutions, a figure many believe is conservative.55
Moreover, in 1982 the Assembly of God Bible College received
a 77 acre tract of land valued at $1,300,000 from the federal
government.56

It is this tension between freedom of religion

and the establishment clause that remains problematic,
the courts have once again intervened.

and
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In 1947 the Supreme Court first applied the Establish¬
ment Clause in Everson v.
(1947)].

Board of Education

[330 U.S.

1

A victory for Catholic schools in particular, the

court upheld a New Jersey statute authorizing local school
districts to transport school children to public and private
nonprofit schools.57
ters

stated

In a split decision, the four dissen¬

public

supported

transportation

readily

encouraged religion, but the majority maintained the First
Amendment requires neutrality not adversity.58

In another

noteworthy case, the Supreme Court struck down an Illinois
program which allowed students to attend religion classes in
the public schools (McCollum v. Board of Education [333 U.S.
203,

1948]).59

A compromise,

however,

was

obtained

four

years later when the court agreed to permit students with
written parental consent release time from school to attend
religious classes off school property (Zorach v. Clausen [343
U.S. 306, 1952]).60
The

debate, over

textbooks

and

other

instructional

materials also has brought a round of court cases.
it was secular in purpose,

Stating

the Supreme Court upheld a New

York law requiring local school districts to lend textbooks
to private schools
236,

1968]).61

(Board of Education v. Allen

[392 U.S.

Several years later the court opined that

although textbooks, standardized tests and remedial services
directly benefitted the student, instructional materials and
equipment

benefitted

the

school

and

unconstitutionally
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encouraged religious activity (Meek v.

Pittenaer [421 U.S.

349,

U.S.

1975]

and Wolman v.

Walter

Reiterating these decisions,

[433

1977]).62

229,

a 1985 court maintained that

public school teachers could not provide remedial services
in

sectarian

1985]).63

schools

(Aguilar

v.

Felton

[473

U.S.

402,

Strategies similar to those approved in Zorach v.

Clausen have been used to circumvent the ruling by holding
classes in vans parked adjacent to the parochial school or
in neutral buildings owned by the church.

Ironically, funds

for leasing and maintenance of these facilities comes from
federal aid, decreasing the public school allocations.64
In order to deal with these issues, the Supreme Court
has developed a three prong test to determine if a state
statute

satisfies

the

Establishment

Clause.

The

three

requirements are that the statute must be secular in purpose,
that it neither enhance or inhibit religion, and that it does
not

foster excessive entanglement

U.S.

602, 1971)].65

(Lemon v.

Kurtzman

(403

This test used in all issues involving

the Establishment Clause has broken new ground with regard
to

tax

credits

for private

education.

In

a

1983

case,

Mueller v. Allen [103 S. Ct. 3062, 3069 (1983)], the Supreme
Court upheld a Minnesota statute allowing parents to claim
state

income tax deductions

educational
deductions
Private

expenditures.
are

school

subtracted
full-time

for elementary and
Allowing

off

the

tuition

up

top
or

to
of

secondary

$700,

these

gross

income.

public

school
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out-of-district tuition, special instruction, transportation
and required supplies are considered deductible.66

Applying

this test, the court maintained that the statute was secular
in

nature

as

it

applied

to

all

parents with

school

children and directly aided the parents not the school.

age
67

This victory for private school advocates is only one
part of a more extensive movement that has gained ground in
recent

years.

President

Reagan,

a

privatization,

introduced

several

bills

credits and proposed a voucher plan.

strong

supporter

for

tuition

of
tax

Under the Educational

Opportunity and Equity Act, Reagan recommended a taxpayer be
able to receive a tax credit for 50 percent of a dependent's
private school tuition for full-time elementary or secondary
education.68

Although Reagan's tax credit and voucher plans

failed and President Bush has indicated opposition to such
tax relief, support for these alternatives remains strong.
Since
Jefferson,

the concept of vouchers

dates

as

it can hardly be considered new.

far back as
However, both

private school and public school supporters advocate its use
and vouchers have been resurrected with reborn enthusiasm.
For those who wish to see their taxes stabilize or cry for
choice within the public schools, vouchers seem to be a new
cure-all.
inclusive,

Believing

that

the

schools

have

become

too

these supporters and others want public schools

to provide only the basics.

Any additional activities, they

say, should be offered through vouchers which would allow for
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total or partial funding of the programs.

Since these extra

activities could be provided by private entities, the parents
and

children

would

retain

their

right

of

choice

while

maintaining the common values of a public school system.69
Other voucher proposals are actually being implemented.
Concerned over what was perceived as a decrease in the educa¬
tional quality in Minnesota's public schools,
Business

Partnership,

a

nonpartisan

Minnesota's

community

group,

contracted a California firm to propose a reform plan.70

Now

known as the "Minnesota Plan," the proposal offered several
recommendations.

In a current pilot program,

parents may

choose the public school their children will attend, and the
$3600 allowed per child for education transfers to the new
district.

Supporters of the plan say that the quality of

education has improved, with school districts implementing
new programs and innovations.
switched districts

are

Reports from those who have

also positive.71

Critics

of

this

voucher system say that the already struggling inner city and
rural schools may be left with debilitating reductions and
the constant vacillating of budgets will create educational
inconsistency.72
The most radical of voucher plans and one advocated by
President Reagan would allow a credit equal to the cost per
child for public education, to be used at either a public or
private school.

Although Minnesota's Post Secondary Enroll¬

ment Option Act is less extreme, it is perhaps a first step
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toward such a program.

To give the Minnesota high schools

an incentive to improve, the Post Secondary Enrollment Option
Act

allows

high

school

students

the

opportunity

classes at universities, colleges and vo-techs.
state

pays

deducted

tuition,

from

the

books
school

and

materials,

district's

take

Again the

which

revenues.

to

is

then

The

Act

stipulates that the courses must be nonsectarian but they may
be

taken

at

church

affiliated

institutions.73

The

Act

remains most controversial with high school teachers,

who

fear cutbacks and job loss.

On grounds of separation of

church and state, the Minnesota Federation of Teachers has
filed a law suit in the U.S. District Court challenging the
constitutionality of direct aid to religious institutions.
The court has ruled the Federation does not have standing to
bring the suit and an appeal is in process.74
How tax credits and vouchers will affect home schooling
has yet to be addressed.

It is unlikely, however, that the

issue will remain dormant for long.

The means by which these

issues will be resolved may depend on other factors as well.
As the number of people over 65 continues to swell, there is
a growing reluctance by that segment of the population to pay
for

"other people's

children."

provided benefits for one retiree.
3.4 to one.75

Not

long ago

17 workers

Today the ratio is only

With a growing tax burden for a few and senior

lobbies becoming ever more powerful, educational entities may
work together not by choice but necessity.
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Curricula and Teaching Methods
An old story goes,

two men on a train looked out the

window and saw some bare looking sheep in a field.
"Those sheep have been sheared."
and

replied,

English,

"They

appear

and

history

math

to

One said,

The other thought a minute
be—on

would

this

be

side."76

taught

to

That

American

children seems to be a fairly innocuous proposition.

The

most explosive debates, however, arise over the context and
method

of

such " instruction.

From

what

each

side

has

observed, each believes his method to be correct.
Like other issues surrounding education, the require¬
ments for curricula and who is qualified to teach vary from
state to state.
schoolers,

Some states require all teachers, even home

to be certified by the state and the curricula

approved by the superintendent.

In Montana,

the curricula

for home schools must be equivalent to that in the public
schools.

^Montana

enforcement.

law,

however,

provides

no

method

of

Nationally, it is estimated that 50-75 percent

of those home schoolers develop their own curricula,77 and
public school educators complain that this diversity along
with insufficient accountability leads to abuse.

One such

abusive situation was found in a home school in New Plymouth,
Idaho where children were found working the fields rather
than

receiving

instruction.78

Critics

also

cite

private

school abuse like the church school in Lucedate, Mississippi.
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Since Mississippi requires no licensing or monitoring for
home

or

church

schools,

the

state

has

been

limited

in

investigating charges of brainwashing and severe discipline
at the school.79

The law is currently undergoing change.

Home schoolers and private schools, however, resent any
requirements that their curricula be approved by the public
school

system.

They believe that such requirements make

alternative education nothing more than an extension of the
existing public system./\ Home schoolers cite successes in Los
Angeles and Alaska in which home schoolers performed above
average on standardized tests.80

Private schools also quotfe

a recent group of studies showing student achievement is
higher

in

private

characteristics

schools

between

when

the

two

differences
groups

in

student

constant.81

are

XPublic educators reply that in a Connecticut study 90 percent
of home schooled students were already at or above grade
level prior to home schooling.82
must

serve

all

selective.
students

students,

In addition, public schools

whereas

private

schools

may be

Some Christian schools readily admit that their
must

be

willing

participants—rebels

are

not

welcome.83
As
momentum,

the

evangelical

Christian

movement

has

gained

so has the development of Christian curricula.

Christian curricula programs cover the extremes from those
promoting only general religious concepts to those applying
Biblical interpretation to the course work.

One Christian
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based curricula package which serves both home and private
schools is the Accelerated Christian Education (ACE) program.
Estimated to be used in 5000 Christian schools, the lessons
are

highly

structured

subject area.84

and

Critics

integrate

the

Bible

into

each

of the program believe that ACE

often gives a narrow and inaccurate accounting of historical
events.

For grades seven through eleven, there is particular

emphasis
professes

on

history

more

of

and
a

government,

specific

which

political

some

belief

believe
than

a

religious one.85
To critics,
also problematic.

other Christian educational packages are
Inequality between the sexes is blatant,

as boys are schooled to be heads of household and girls to
be "helpmates."86
tions also exist.

Textbooks with unsubstantiated generaliza¬
One science book states, "Most ecologists

do not believe in God as the Creator and Sustainer of the
World."87

Other Christian programs are less extreme.

Many

religious institutions as well as home schoolers pick and
choose from a varied curricula.

Oftentimes secular texts are

interspersed with religious ones.

Perhaps the main thread

of commonality among the Christian schools is the emphasis
on discipline and respect

for authority.

Discipline may

range from the method of assertive discipline to paddlings.
To teach punctuality at the Christian Academy in Oklahoma,
the children have 90 seconds to be seated after recess, and
the Southern Baptist Educational Complex in Memphis issues
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reports

on

"contentment,

truthfulness

and

humility."88

Religious schools believe that they provide that which the
public schools will not, discipline and values.
^

Followers of the late John Holt, an educator and founder

of the home school movement, also feel the public schools are
failing kids.
schools

The most salient criticism is that the public

remain

"industrial

standardized,

process"

measured.89

treating

in which

Utilizing

a

every

child

education

step

centered

is

as

an

planned

and

approach.

Holt

believed that children learn naturally when placed within a
safe and stimulating environment.
a child has a need to know,

Holt contended that when

he will learn.

In addition,

children do not learn at a steady pace nor necessarily in a
logical sequence.

Since children seek a meaningful connec¬

tion in what they do, they learn in spurts and jumps and may
tackle a more meaningful,
one.90

difficult task before an easier

The fragmented and categorical approach of the public

schools

does

learning,

not

easily

lend

itself

to

child

centered

and Holt believed that through home schooling a

child's true potential could be realized.
With

public

schools

under

attack

from many

diverse

groups, with statistics showing a 25 percent dropout rate and
14 million functionally illiterate graduates each year,91 the
debate centers not on whether public education needs reform¬
ing,

but rather on the direction that reform should take.

Reports such as Action

for Excellence.

Making the Grade.
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Educating Americans for the 21st Century,

and A Nation at

Risk all call for a new "excellence" in education.92

The get

tough thrust of the reports reveals less of a concern for the
kids the system is failing and more of a concern for how this
failure translates

into economics.

A back to the basics

approach and the raising of standards is seen as a way to
secure a stable economic future.

However, Susan Ohanian, an

elementary school teacher in New York City for over 16 years
questions

whether

a

third

grade

teacher

should

"be

held

accountable for the Japanese expertise in car manufacture or
the Korean dominance in steel production."93
year

olds

currently

at

the

economic

through a basic three R's program,

helm

If the 45-60
were

schooled

some wonder just how

adequate that education has proven to be and, perhaps more
significantly,

how far we can go in viewing education in

these terms only.94
This push to

stick to

feeling pressured to
standardized work

the basics has many teachers

emphasize rote

sheets.

Parents

learning and require
often

interpret

such

measures to be evidence of learning, and in 1985 Georgia went
so far as to require six year olds to pass a standardized
exam before being allowed to enter first grade.95
research,
children

however,

supports

early

(five to eight year olds)

theories

that

Recent
young

progress quickly in an

active hands on environment and actually become fatigued if
made

to

sit still

rather than actively moving

about the
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classroom.96
methods

Other

suitable

to

research
the

indicates

individual

a

need

child.

to

employ

Psychologist

Howard Gardner suggests there are seven different types of
intelligence:

linguistics,

musical,

logical-mathematic,

spatial, body-kinesthetic, interpersonal and intrapersonal.
Gardner is currently studying how to identify these propen¬
sities within children and to develop environments conducive
to their development.97
Other critics of a return to the basics and increased
standards charge that these renewed calls fail to evaluate
the

significant

society.
the

transitions

which

have

occurred

within

Statistics of societal changes are alarming.

increase

of

Spanish

and

Asian

immigrants,

With

over

300

dialects and languages are present in the school system, and
shortly after the year 2000, 40 percent of the high school
graduates will be minorities.98

Other salient shifts have

also occurred within the ranks of the poor and the family
structure.
40 percent

Of
are

the

poor

children.99

10 percent
In

1986

are
only

over

65,

4 percent

but
of

families could be categorized as having a working father,
mother at home and two or more school age children.100

In

addition, 11 percent of our five year olds have physical or
emotional

handicaps

and

pregnant as a teenager.101

20 percent

of

females

will

get

Many educators believe that unless

we address these critical issues,
better than they currently are.

students will do little
They charge that raising
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standards
refuse

is the usual

to

address

the

fix prescribed by bureaucrats who
real

and

complex

needs

of

these

students.102
Perhaps

the

most

heated

education is over values.

debate

regarding

public

Even some advocates for public

education believe that in an effort not to step on anyone's
religious

toes,

the public

schools have become valueless

institutions that serve no one well.

Some question how an

accurate study of American and other cultures can take place
without references to religion.

Although inculcation of any

one religious belief perhaps is not desirable,

the under¬

standing and accommodation of various religious concepts may
be.103
Some Protestants, however, remain dissatisfied with this
solution.

Many evangelical groups believe that pluralism as

defined by the country's founders meant the assimilation of
diverse cultures into one Protestant American culture.

That

public schools encourage differences in values rather than
commonality is unacceptable to many fundamentalist Chris¬
tians, and,

ironically,

it is they who now seek separatism

through the private religious schools.104

Other reformers,

like some early educators, believe there is a set of neutral
values that can be agreed upon (not to steal,

for example)

and want schools to reinstitute these basic concepts.105
Public schools reply that they do attempt to address
relevant issues and in many areas have done as well if not
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better than their Catholic school counterparts.

A study by

the Search Institute commissioned by the National Catholic
Educational Association reports:
Forty-five percent of Catholic school seniors reported
being

inebriated

in the two weeks before

the

survey,

as

compared to 39 percent of public school seniors.
Twenty-one percent of Catholic school students reported
trying

cocaine

compared

to

17 percent

of

public

school

students.
Forty percent of Catholic school seniors admitted that
they had shoplifted in the past year compared to 29 percent
of public school seniors.106
Allegations against and disagreements among home, public
and private school educators do and will continue.

Although

the view from each train window may differ, though the means
of travel may even vary,

it is an inescapable fact that we

all are engaged in the same educational journey.

If it can

be said that a common thread runs throughout the educational
debates, it is the desire by all sectors to form a meaningful
connection

between

the

educational

process. /^Children often

feel

process

and

the

life

alienated when educational

methods fail to provide a productive relationship between how
one learns and how one lives.

Although the methods may be

diverse, educational reformers in all sectors seek to make
this connection. Ain response, religious advocates and home
schoolers wish to teach their children within a spiritual or
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family context.

Those seeking structure strive to provide

order to a seemingly chaotic world.
through

natural

"meaning

seekers"

exploration
who

Advocates of learning

believe

naturally make

learning and their environment.

that

children

connections

are

between

It is perhaps this search

for connectedness that may eventually provide the foundation
for cooperation.

Structure
The desire to ensure every child be educated meets with
one

final obstacle,

the lack of a suitable structure

regulating these diverse educational groups.

for

Creating such

a framework becomes extremely difficult as education increas¬
ingly

diversifies

regulations

and

discrepancies

exist

governing the public school

applying to nonpublic education.

between

the

system and those
schools function

within a state structure of checks and balances.

Public

schools must meet accreditation standards and the lines of
authority are clearly drawn.

Standardized procedures and

regulatory agencies provide for annual performance evalua¬
tions of administrators, teachers and students.
Home

schoolers,

private

school

and part-time

public

school students do not easily fit into this state structure.
In some states, legislation authorizing home schools set few
standards and fail to specify any means of assessing the
parent's competency as a teacher or the child's progress.
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In those states which have regulations, it is often unclear
who has enforcement authority. ^Since home school parents
perform the multiple

roles

of administrator,

teacher and

parent, the traditional checks and balances that help ensure
a child is receiving educational instruction often do not
exist.
As for private schools,

these institutions often set

their own standards or are accredited by outside agencies.
Many, fearing entanglement, do not seek state accreditation.
Those that do complain that state standards do not accurately
address

their

situation

and

that

some

inappropriate for small private schools.

requirements

are

In many states

standards are few and accreditation optional.
Critics of the public school system,

however,

charge

that state regulation does not necessarily assure every child
is

adequately educated.

often

cause

schools

to

Onerous
be

government

inflexible,

requirements

and

emphasis

procedures can supercede educational outcomes.

on

In addition,

since the goal of a bureaucratic structure is standardiza¬
tion,

those children who fall above or below the norm may

fall through the cracks.

Critics believe this hierarchical

system discourages teaching that enhances individual develop¬
ment and encourages teaching for mediocre performance.
To
private

complicate
school

matters,

sectors

many within

believe

both

educational

public

options

and
will

continue to diversify and credit such diversification to an
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underlying shift taking place within society itself.
Toffler,

a futurist,

Alvin

believes that just as 300 years ago

marked the beginning of the gradual transformation of society
from a decentralized agricultural one to one of centralized
mass production, civilization is again undergoing a transi¬
tion.

In what Toffler calls the Third Wave, technological

advances are allowing for a societal de-massification, making
"diversity

as

cheap

as

provide easy access to

uniformity."107

New

technologies

information and have expanded the

self-help market into all areas of society.108

The bureau¬

cratic structures which encouraged standardization and aptly
regulated our industrial nation appear to be ill-suited to
a society that is increasingly diversifying and decentraliz¬
ing.
A part of this societal transition is a return to the
home as the place of work.

In 1985 it was estimated that

350,000 businesses were operated by women in the home, and
it is projected that by the mid-1990*s, 15,000,000 jobs will
be home based.109
education.

Much affected by this metamorphosis may be

As technology allows more parents and others to

work at home, more and more children also may be educated at
home.

Educational experiences will be diverse and Toffler

predicts that work will again be an integral part of educa¬
tion

as children schooled at home will

cottage industry.110

also help with a
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Even within the public school system,
formed with

entities

outside

the

links are being

bureaucratic

framework.

Calls for public schools to provide the basics while private
sources provide additional choices are common.111
places,

schools

are

seeking

renewed

businesses and other community groups.
week

program,

attorneys,

"So

you

want

architects,

to

bankers

own

In many

partnerships
In Atlanta,

a

bakery,"

and chefs.

with
a ten

included

Children were

given a hands-on experience from the design of the restaurant
to making a profit.112
programs

may

be

the

Although only an initial step,
beginning

of

the

use

of

such

community

individuals as instructors and the reintegration of work into
the educational process.
Observers of this new diversity and calls for privatiza¬
tion and partnerships warn that as options increase and lines
of accountability become less clear, new abuses will arise.
How businesses and other partnerships may negatively affect
education is a concern of some.

Recently a communications

firm has provided news programs to elementary schools.

Much

controversy has surrounded the showing of the commercials
used to fund the program to the captive school audiences.113
Also,

if

as

Toffler predicts,

education

and work unite,

economic exploitation of children may be a problem which will
call for regulation.11A
In order to
avoid abuses,

address unforeseen circumstances and to

some form of control must exist.

For cost
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saving purposes, some communities have begun to assess their
community
sector

services

and

assessment,

in

conjoint

totality.
agencies

Public,
are

all

private,

a

part

third

of

this

leading to more effective policy making.115

If

effective

funding and regulatory policies are to be made

regarding

education,

educational options.
of

education may

matrix with

call

coordination

must

exist

among

the

Decentralization and diversification
the

development

information networks

maintaining an integrated system.116

/

of

a

a critical

coordinating
component

in
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CHAPTER 3
MONTANA

In Montana home schoolers are estimated to comprise onehalf

of

1 percent

of

the

school

age

children.

schools account for approximately 5 percent.1

Private

For both home

and private schools, Montana has some of the most lenient
standards in the country.

State accreditation of private

schools is voluntary and excepting the requirement that the
county

superintendent

be

notified,

private

schools

not

seeking accreditation follow the same regulations as home
schools.

By law private and home schools are required to

maintain records on attendance and immunization,

and make

them available upon request of the county superintendent.
An organized course of study that includes the basic subjects
required

in

the

public

schools

as

well

as

instruction or its equivalent must be provided.

180

days

of

In addition,

for home schools, the county superintendent must be notified
of the student's attendance at the school.

In the past

legislative session this last requirement was amended and
home schoolers must now notify the county superintendent each
fiscal year of the student's attendance.2

School districts

are also now required to develop a policy for assessing the
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placement

of

a

child

reentering

a

public

school

from

a

nonaccredited nonpublic school.3
During the 1989 legislature House Representatives Ted
Schye

and

Paula

Darko

were

also

seeking

require testing of home school children.

legislation

to

The bill would have

provided for annual standardized testing at first, and then,
at a minimum, home schoolers would have had to test their
children at grades three, seven, and eleven as required by
law for public schools.

Representative Schye states that

the test scores would have been for the parent's benefit only
and parents would have been responsible for any necessary
remediation.^

Representatives Schye and Darko agreed not to

proceed with the drafting of this legislation pending the
appointment of an ad hoc committee of home school and public
representatives to study the issue.5
Last fall the Montana Home School Coalition formed to
stay abreast of home school
Lewis,

one

of

the

five

issues.

members,

the

According to Gerald
coalition

seeks

to

represent the interests of all home schoolers and advocated
the ad hoc study of home schooling in the state.

Currently

the coalition is recruiting individuals to test home school
children in order to substantiate the parents'

claim that

their children are being adequately educated.6
Many home schoolers monitor their children's progress
already.

In a Montana survey to which 182 home schoolers

responded, most stated that they used more than one method
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of evaluation.

Eighty-five percent tested their children,

and of those, 78 percent reported using standardized tests.
Observation, questioning and checking assignments were also
methods employed by more than 80 percent of those respond¬
ing.7

Jeanne Johnson,

the

Gallatin

County

home

school

organizer, reports their group maintains a fund to purchase
standard tests which home

school

parents may use

for a

nominal fee.
Approximately thirty home school support groups exist
across the state.

Association with a group is voluntary and

it is the home schooler's responsibility to make the initial
contact.

A statewide publication, The Grapevine, seeks to

keep home schoolers informed of educational and legal issues.
The Gallatin

County parents

group

also publishes

newsletter that reaches approximately 65

families.

a

This

informal association serves to organize field trips for home
school children and to review various curricula programs.
Average attendance at the monthly meeting is 30.
the

group

seeks

to

serve

all

home

school

Although

philosophies,

Johnson relates that the majority who attend the meetings,
home school within a religious context.

Johnson speculates

that many may not participate because they have home schooled
for some time and feel confident of their skills.

She does,

however, encourage the more experienced members to continue
as a resource to first time home schoolers.

Personally,

Johnson began home schooling for religious reasons as well
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as because she was dissatisfied with teaching methods used
in the public school.

Johnson felt her first child was not

performing well in the structured environment that required
children to sit at desks much of the day, and since that time
has home schooled all her children.

Johnson employs a hands

on approach to learning within a religious environment and
uses both secular and religious materials.

Her children take

part in the home school field trips and are also involved in
many extracurricular activities such as ballet and wrestling.
Johnson

evaluates

student

progress

through

a

variety

of

methods, including the Iowa Basic Skills Test.

Although her

children score well on the standardized test,

she believes

these

exams

are

child's knowledge.

not

always

an

accurate

reflection

of

a

Johnson questions the value of a manda¬

tory standardized testing requirement as the public schools
do not use such exams as the sole means of pupil evaluation.8
There are those who believe if some home schoolers are
doing a creditable job, some are not.

Steve Pawluk, Superin¬

tendent of Schools for the Montana Conference of Seventh-Day
Adventists,

questions

the quality of education

some home

school children are receiving and expresses concern over the
socialization of

children schooled

in the home.

He

and

others also feel that the Montana home school statute is a
specious regulation that lacks any enforcement.

Dr. Bryan

Dunn, assistant superintendent of the Bozeman public schools,
states that the only real requirement for home schoolers in
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Gallatin County is to pick up the phone and notify the county
superintendent that they are home schooling.

Failure to

comply with this minimum regulation lacks any penalty.

Dunn

believes children have a right to be educated and supports
measures for approval of teaching ability and curricula.9
The Montana Education Association reflects this concern.
In a hard line stance, MEA has adopted the following:
The MEA believes that home schooling programs
cannot provide the child with a comprehensive
education experience.
The Association believes that, if parental
preference home schooling occurs, students enrolled
must meet all state requirements.
Instruction
should be by persons who are licensed by the
appropriate state education licensure agency, and
a curriculum approved by the state department of
education should be used.
The persons providing
the instruction should be able to demonstrate an
understanding of basic academic skills by means of
testing.
Further, closer supervision of home
school programs should be administered by the
County Superintendent of Schools.
The Association further believes that such
home schooling programs should be limited to the
children of the immediate family, with all expenses
being borne by the parents.
The Montana Education Association shall form
coalitions with individuals and organizations to:
1. Enact legislation requiring a Montana
teaching certificate for home school teachers.
2. Enact legislation requiring home schools
to adopt the curriculum of the local elementary/
secondary district.
Exceptions can be made for
bona fide religious reasons.
3. Enact legislation requiring all home
schools to register annually with the County
Superintendent of Schools and submit documenta¬
tion confirming compliance with local school
curriculum.10
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Past attempts to

institute stricter control

schools have met with defeat.
others

introduced

more

stringent controls on both private and home schools.

The

bill

the

that

Bill

the

635

Nancy Keenan and
for

proposed

House

In 1983,

of home

county

which

called

superintendent

have

authority to approve a nonpublic or home school based upon
demonstrated evidence of

current requirements

as well

as

teacher certification or evidence of appropriate experience.
In

addition,

the provision

called

for the

county

super¬

intendent to institute proceedings against the parents or
guardians

of

children

attending

an

unapproved

home

or

nonpublic school.11
Home schoolers believe the current Montana statute is
adequate.

Lobbyist

Bryan Asay,

hired

to

represent

home

school interests, questions the right of the state to license
parents to educate their own children.

Asay reports home

schoolers were successful in defending the current law this
legislative session and states that they are prepared to
fight further intervention by the state.12
Another proposal introduced at the 51st legislature was
initiated by a home school parent.

Defeated House Bill 376

would have allowed home school pupils to enroll in the public
schools on a part-time basis.
districts

would

have

for these

students.

been
The

Under this proposal school

eligible
bill

also

to

receive

specified

funding
that

the

superintendent could require the home school pupil to comply
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with any scholastic,

health or fee requirement imposed on

regularly enrolled students.
could

be

administered

compliance with

by

scholastic

A scholastic aptitude test

the

superintendent

requirements.13

to

ensure

Public

school

associations opposed the bill, and the Montana Home School
Coalition also refused support.
cited

problems

with

Public school

administration

and

officials

liability?

home

schoolers feared further state encroachment.14
As in other states,
considered.

a voucher proposal has also been

This Constitutional Initiative, which failed to

get enough signatures to qualify for placement on the ballot',
would

have

amended

Constitution.
of

tuition

Section

6

Article

X

of

the

Montana

The proposed amendment called for the issuance

vouchers

to

be

redeemable

by

any

public

or

nonpublic school.

Nonpublic schools could redeem vouchers

for. 25 percent

the

of

face value

the

first year with

a

10 percent increase each year until a redemption value of
75 percent was reached.

Opportunities were allowed for home

schoolers to attend voucher paid classes at other schools,
or to redeem vouchers for curricula material in accordance
with the law.
funds,

Although a church could not directly receive

a church member could establish a

which would then be eligible.

separate school

A portion of the funds also

was to be set aside for an independent evaluation of each
participating school.

All schools in the voucher program
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would have been required to be accredited by a public or
private accreditation agency.15
Interviews
revealed mixed

with

three

support

private

to

school

administrators

this voucher proposal.

Steve

Pawluk, Superintendent of Schools for the Montana Conference
of Seventh-Day Adventists, expressed his belief that private
institutions should be funded through private monies.

Not

only might vouchers increase state regulations, but Pawluk
feels they may cause substantial problems
school system.
Montana

Currently Seventh-Day Adventists schools in

receive

Director

of

expressed
create.

for the public

the

concern

no

public

Learning
over

monies.16

Circle

Nancy

Characklis,

Montessori

unforeseen

problems

School,
vouchers

also
may

Although she wishes public schools would have to be

as accountable as she feels her school must be to stay in
business, Characklis did not think vouchers were necessarily
an answer.

Characklis believes vouchers may have serious

ramifications and need to undergo
Learning

Circle

supplies.17

receives

$300

for

in

federal

funds

The
for

Heritage Christian School was one private school

which did support a voucher system.
trator

intense scrutiny.

Heritage

Wyoming and Montana

Christian

Leroy Ensign, Adminis¬

Elementary

School

and

the

representative to the Association of

Christian Schools International, thinks it is time to look
at educational funding from a different perspective.

With

parents desiring more options, he believes those alternatives
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should be accessible to all.
tutional

Initiative,

As was proposed in the Consti¬

Ensign advocates the use of private

agencies for the accreditation and evaluation of schools,
with schools meeting these requirements eligible for voucher
redemption.

Currently Heritage Christian receives no public

monies.18
State accreditation is another issue which meets with
mixed reviews.

The Seventh-Day Adventists have 240 children

in 14 elementary schools and 100 students who attend the only
secondary school in the state, Mount Ellis.

The elementary

schools seek to follow the accreditation standards of the
state but are not state accredited.

All teachers except one

are

seeking

certified

and

that

person

is

certification.

Because of their size, the elementary schools are unable to
meet some of the qualifications required for state accredita¬
tion.

State standards are not always appropriate for smaller

schools and library restrictions are especially problematic.
The elementary schools, however, are accredited by an out of
state Seventh-Day Adventist association.

The Mt. Ellis high

school is accredited by the state, the Northwest Association
for

Colleges and Schools,

Adventist association.

and an

independent Seventh-Day

Pawluk states that they seek accredi¬

tation to establish credibility and distinguish themselves
from "fly by night" private schools.

Seventh-Day Adventist

schools use both secular and religious texts and employ the
Iowa Test of Basic Skills.

Testing is not done until third
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grade, and fifth graders and up generally score 5 percentage
points above the norm for Montana.

Pawluk endorses standards

for private schools and believes outside evaluation provides
a

different

perspective

that

keeps

educators

constantly

improving the quality of education.19
The Learning Circle provides instruction to 48 children,
preschool through second grade.

Characklis states that she

has previously inquired about becoming accredited and was
under the impression such procedures were inapplicable to her
situation.20

Characklis

private schools and,

advocates

stricter

regulation of

although unsuccessfully,

for increased standards for preschools.

has lobbied

The Learning Circle

adheres to a hands on approach to learning developed by Maria
Montessori in the early 1900's.
the

American

Montessori

The school is accredited by

Society

and

as

such

must

meet

extensive requirements.

All but one of the teaching staff

are

person

certified

schools

test

and
both

that
first

and

is

near

second

completion.

graders

through

The
the

Stanford Achievement Test (SAT).
Heritage Christian School does not seek to be accredited
by the state, but Ensign reports that the school follows the
spirit of accreditation requirements.

Sixty-four children

in kindergarten through fifth grade attend the school, and
the school uses both secular and religious materials.

All

teachers meet accreditation standards and the school employs
the SAT for testing purposes.

Heritage Christian is a member
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of the Association for Christian Schools,
educational standards.

which sets high

To avoid entanglement. Ensign favors

private independent accreditation over state regulation.22
The

need

educational
nonpublic

for

better

sectors was
school

communication

between

the

a concern expressed by many.

association

that

represents

A

private

religious, secular and special education schools does exist
and hopes to meet with Nancy Keenan later this year.

They

have been offered a potential seat on the State Board of
Education, but no action has been taken as yet.23
The home schoolers

are also

interested

in

increased

communication.

Because of her past attempts to legislate

home schoolers,

Nancy Keenan*s election to the Office of

Public Instruction was a concern of home schoolers.

However,

home schoolers say they have found her to be responsive to
studying the issues of home schooling in Montana.

The home

schoolers hope to keep communication open with OPI and desire
that they be
review.

included

in all phases of this home school

Last month when the Department of Public Instruction

sent a survey without the coalition's knowledge or input, the
members of the strong school network refused to provide the
information.24

According to Gail Gray,

Assistant Superin¬

tendent for Curricula Services, the mailing of the survey was
a

miscommunication,

coalition,

and

the Office

follow-up survey.

of

working
Public

through

the

home

Instruction will

school
send

a
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Cooperation between home schoolers and public officials
varies within the state.

One survey reports that some home

schoolers receive materials and books,
classes

and

extracurricular

report money being provided

activities

and children attend
at

school.

for materials.25

Some

Sixty-three

percent of the 181 responding reported no interaction between
public school authorities and home schoolers.26

In Lewis and

Clark County, Superintendent Kay McKenna seeks cooperation.
McKenna states that she meets with each home schooler and
goes over the Administrative Rules of Montana (ARM) curricula
requirements.

In addition, she often takes discontinued or

left over books to home school meetings and provides work¬
shops.

Home school students also may take the Comprehensive

Test of Basic Skills at the nearest school for a fee of five
dollars.27
ments,

After an initial conflict over reporting require¬

Jeanne Johnson

feels there

is a good relationship

between home schoolers and Gallatin County Superintendent,
Mary Ann Brown.28

Brown also seeks to cooperate with these

county parents who

represent

schoolers in the state.29

the

largest

number

of

home

Brown notes, however, that she has

much to do to keep up with current duties and feels under¬
staffed to provide additional services.30

Both Brown and

McKenna would like to see the home school law clarified and
some provision to ensure schooling is actually taking place.
Again,

Brown

emphasizes

the

need

to

consider

involved in any increased regulation or service.

the

costs
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Most of those interviewed expressed an interest in a
committee of home, private and public representatives.
Characklis

was

especially

interested,

support such communication.

and home

Nancy

schoolers

Steve Pawluk and Leroy Ensign,

although in favor, believed that interests may be so diverse
as to make such a committee unworkable.

Ensign states that

tensions exist and it may be like putting bees together in
a room.

Bryan Dunn was not interested in such a committee

and saw it as no benefit to the public schools.31
Although Montana has not escaped the controversies which
surround educational diversification,
communication

between

the

attempts to increase

educational

sectors

are

in

evidence.

For home schools, a representative committee to

study

issue

the

is

soon

to

be

appointed.

For

private

schools, a possible seat on the Board of Education is being
considered.

Tension does exist between educational groups,

but these steps toward improved communication may be the
first steps toward new cooperative relationships.
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CHAPTER 4

OTHER STATE MODELS
As verified through the literature review, many problems
Montana is experiencing are concerns of other states as well.
Since each state must consider factors unique to its region,
it would be fallacious to expect any other model to provide
a ready solution for Montana.
own

situation and develop

Montana will need to study its

its

own direction.

The trend

toward educational diversity, however, is a national movement
and it is beneficial to review how others have responded.
New

Hampshire,

Florida,

Louisiana

and

Washington

have

structured communication between private schools and state
officials.

Oregon and Ohio have sought cooperation with home

schoolers as well.1

The regulations and cooperative struc¬

tures found in these states offer noteworthy and differing
perspectives.

New Hampshire
To make recommendations for the regulation of nonpublic
schools, a 21 member advisory council exists.
school

council

consists

of

11

This private

representatives

from

New

Hampshire private schools; four members from the Department
of Education?

one member from each of the departments of
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safety, public health, youth services and the youth develop¬
ment center? and two citizens who do not represent private
or state agencies.2

It is this council's responsibility to

develop effective communication between private schools and
public agencies, inform private schools of requirements and
services,

and make recommendations to the commission and

State Board of Education.3

In New Hampshire all private

schools must receive state approval and the advisory council
has developed three requirement options which a school can
meet.

Schools seeking minimum approval must provide instruc¬

tion equivalent to 180 days and meet curricula requirements
of

English

language

skills,

math,

physiology, history and civics.

fine

arts,

They also must comply with

other evaluation and reporting requirements.
schools
programs,

are

eligible

to

geography,

participate

in

All approved

specified

state

including a provision for a child to be enrolled

part time at more than one school.4
Because of the broad representation of the members, the
council has been instrumental in bringing private schools
into compliance. Judith Pillion,
Certification,

has high praise

Director of Standards and
for the collaborative and

cooperative efforts of the council and credits the members
for the council's

success.

Recently home schoolers have

expressed an interest in forming another such council.

As

education in New Hampshire is primarily funded by property
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taxes (no state income or sales tax), additional funding for
a new council will need to be addressed.5
New

Hampshire

comprehensive

has

some

regulations

of

on

the

home

most

stringent

schools.

All

and
home

schoolers are subject to approval by the local school board.
Parents must file with the superintendent of schools a Letter
of Intent to Establish a Home Education Program or a Request
for

Continuation

instruction.

90

days

prior

to

commencement

of

home

An annual application statement also must be

submitted 60 days prior to home schooling and must address
a list of ten informational requirements.

Of particular

significance is the provision which requires the parent to
show a "manifest education hardship" exists for the child.
Under category one of this requirement,
that

social

anxiety,

illness,

parents must show

distance

from

school,

or

parent's employment prevents successful attendance in public
schools.

The child who makes

attendance,

a conscientious

effort

is substantially below achievement levels,

at
and

for which no change in school assignment is available or
appropriate

also

is

considered

similar provision exists

under

this

category.

A

for those exceptionally bright.6

Should a child not meet any of these criteria, under category
two a parent must show that there is an educational benefit
that will be derived from home schooling and to deny the
child

an

hardship.

opportunity
A

program

would
that

constitute
develops

an

educational

individual

talents,
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applies life skills effectively, uses community resources or
is

equivalent

to

what

is

taught

considered to meet this requirement.

in

public

schools

is

All proposed programs

must be age appropriate and include general basic skills as
outlined in state statutes.
physiology

and

hygiene

as

For eighth grade and above,
it

relates

to

the

effects

of

alcohol and other drugs and venereal disease on the human
system are also required.7

Home school programs must also

include a reasonable plan of evaluation that is developed by
mutual consultation between the parent and school authori¬
ties.

During the first year of home instruction, evaluation

shall be conducted quarterly? thereafter, twice yearly.8

An

especially interesting requirement is the consideration of
the wishes of the child.

In the application statement, the

parent must address that he has considered the child's wishes
and that the child has not expressed significant objection
to receiving an education at home.9
Religious objections to complying with these regulations
are considered on the basis of the Supreme Court case Yoder
v.

Wisconsin.

Exceptions

are

based

on

the

following:

(1) parental interest must be religious in nature rather than
philosophical or personal,

(2)

religious interest must be

longstanding and sincerely held,

(3) secular education must

pose a real rather than perceived threat to the religious
interests

involved,

(4)

the

disruption

to

the

child's
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education should not seriously impair the child*s future nor
threaten the public order in any significant way.10

Florida
In the regulation of private schools,
unique position.
agency

and

elementary

The state does not act as an accrediting

assumes
and

Florida takes a

little

secondary

responsibility

private

in

schools.

regulating
A

published

information sheet on private schools states that there are
no laws governing the following: certification or education
of teachers or administrators? content and comprehensiveness
of curricula? student assessment,

graduation requirements,

class loads, discipline, or revenues and expenditures.11

The

state requirements with which private schools must comply are
minimal and involve the number of instructional days, health
and safety, maintenance of records and informational report¬
ing.

Nonpublic schools are responsible for maintaining their

own records.

Should a school become defunct,

records are

transferred to the district superintendent of the county and
the Coordinator of Private Educational Services is notified.
Each nonpublic school also must fill out a data base survey
stating minimal

information such as

type

enrollment, days in session, et cetera.

of

institution,

Failure to report

is subject to a fine, but the law explicitly states that the
intention

of

the

state

is

not

to

regulate,

approve

or

accredit nonpublic educational institutions but to maintain
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current information as a service to the public and others.
Accreditation of a nonpublic school in Florida is voluntary
and can be achieved by adopting standards set by an indepen¬
dent accrediting association.
In

Florida,

Nonpublic

the

Schools

regulation

of

has

Florida
been

nonpublic

Association

the

key

schools.

of

Academic

organization
In

1970,

in

the

FAANS

was

organized to address the concerns of all private schools.
Although
nonpublic

it

is

estimated

schools

are

that

78 percent

religiously

oriented,

schools are diverse in size and method.12
27

school

associations

now

of

comprise

private

membership

and

Florida*s private

schools are members of organizations in FAANS.
tives

the

FAANS states that

its

estimates that more than 85 percent of

Florida^

Representa¬

of FAANS meet three times a year with the Florida

Commissioner of

Education and Staff to discuss

concerns.

Since the Florida Department of Education does not act as an
accrediting

agency,

associations

FAANS

has

approved

through which private

accreditation.

ten

accrediting

institutions

’In Florida there are 203,280

can

seek

students

in

private schools in grades kindergarten through twelfth, which
represents 10.92 percent of the total reported public and
nonpublic enrollment.13
Although the accredited schools represent less than onethird of the private schools, the enrollment in these schools
accounts

for

83 percent

of

the

known

private

school
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students.14

The .Coordinator of Private Education Services,

Dr. Patterson Lamb, states that after years of believing the
state should control private education, she no longer feels
this way.

With the massive influx of new residents to

Florida, the state is struggling to keep up.

Regulation of

private schools is expensive and with an ever tightening
dollar, Dr. Lamb feels public funds should not be used to
regulate private institutions.

If private schools wish to

exist, they must be responsible for their own regulation.
/

Florida regulation of home schools is more stringent

and falls under the jurisdiction of the county superinten¬
dent.

A parent wishing to home school must hold a Florida

teaching certificate appropriate to the subjects and grade
levels for which he will be teaching.

Parents who do not

hold such a certificate must notify the superintendent's
office within 30 days of beginning a home school program.
They must also maintain a portfolio of records and materials
for two years which can be made available for inspection by
the superintendent upon 15 days notice.15

In addition, the

child must be evaluated annually by one of the following: a
certified teacher for that grade level? a nationally normed
test used_-bv_.the district; a state student assessment test;
or another measurement tool agreed upon by the parent and
superintendent.

The

school

superintendent

reviews

the

results, and if the pupil does not "demonstrate progress at
a level commensurate with his ability," the parent has one
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year to provide remedial instruction.

Continuation of home

schooling is contingent on the student's progress at the end
of the probation period.16

Louisiana
Private

school

regulations

for

Louisiana

have

been

developed by a state supported nine member Nonpublic School
Commission.

This commission has served to develop standards

for private institutions, make ongoing recommendations to the
State Board of Education and oversee state funded testing
programs

for private

interests,

the

schools.

commission

Representative of diverse

includes

nonsectarian school leaders.

both

religious

and

No public officials sit on the

commission.
The current nonpublic school standards developed in 1983
are. less rigid than those
Hampshire,

for public schools.

Like New

the standards are well received because of the

highly representative council.

There is no statute requiring

private Louisiana schools to seek accreditation,

but some

funding, state authorized diplomas and transferable credits
are

benefits

for

those

schools

which

do.

Cooperative

relations exist between the nonpublic and state officials,
and for a time a nonpublic school representative even chaired
the State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education.17
For home schoolers, Louisiana has few regulations and
accountability is sought primarily through student testing.
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Parents wishing to home

school

are not

required to

seek

approval prior to home schooling, but an initial application
must be made to the State Department of Education within
15 days from the commencement of a home schooling program.
This initial application must be accompanied by a certified
copy of the child's birth certificate.

The only curricula

guideline for home schoolers is that the quality be at least
equal to that offered in the same grade by public schools.18
At the end of the school year parents must substantiate their
child's progress through one of four options:

(1)

a packet

of material which may include lists of books and materials
used, curricula outlines, copies of student work, statements
by third parties who have observed the child's progress and
copies of standardized tests, (2) verification the child took
the State Basic Skills Test and scored at or above the state
performance standard appropriate to grade level, (3) verifi¬
cation the child took the California Achievement Test or
other standard test approved by the Nonpublic School Testing
Program and scored at or above his grade level or progressed
at a rate equal to one grade level,

(4) a statement from a

certified teacher for that grade level verifying the teacher
has examined the child's progress and believes it to be in
accordance with the law.

Parents may request the district

or state superintendent to administer the test and may be
charged

a

fee

up

to

$35.00.

Approval

of

a

renewal
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application is subject to satisfactorily meeting one of the
above four requirements.19

Washington

Washington State also seeks to coordinate private school
education through a representative advisory board which makes
recommendations to the Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Private schools must meet a minimum criteria including health
and safety standards, basic curricula, teacher certification,
length of school year and a school policy against racial
discrimination and segregation.

By law children not excused

for extenuating circumstances must attend public school, be
home schooled,
approved
school.20

participate

private

school

in an extension program of an

or

attend

an

approved

private

Although by this definition all private schools

must be approved, some do not seek approval. • According to
the Director of Private Education, these schools essentially
function

outside

of

the

law.

Parents

of

the

children

attending these institutions could be charged with truancy.
Lack of time, staff and money permit little, if any, enforce¬
ment .21
Currently, Washington has no coordinating council for
home school education.

Although Washington's home school

requirements are strict, the state offers parents a variety
of options for meeting these regulations.
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In order for a parent to home school, the parent must
meet one of the following criteria: be supervised by a person
holding a teaching certificate, have earned 45 college credit
hours or the equivalent in semester hours, or have completed
a course in home based instruction at a post-secondary or
vocational

institution?

superintendent
resides.22

of

the

or

be

deemed

district

in

qualified
which

by

the

the

student

The superintendent is not required to review a

request for qualification nor does the statute provide the
criteria by which such a determination can be made.
superintendent's

discretion,

the

At the

requirement

may

be

interpreted to mean a teaching certificate or the parents'
ability to write and present an educational program.23

By

September 15 of each year a declaration of intent also must
be filed with the local school district superintendent and
the

state

taught.

designates
Decisions

teaching methods

the basic

relating

and

book

to

curriculum that
philosophy

selection

are

or

left

is

to be

doctrines,
up

to

the

parents.24
In addition to these stipulations,
examined annually.

The parent

can

children also are

select

from

17

tests

approved by the Board of Education and given by a qualified
instructor or may opt to have a written assessment of their
child's progress done by a certified teacher.

It is the

parent's responsibility to maintain their child's records
including test scores or written assessments.

Should a child
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not

make

reasonable progress

consistent with his

age

or

developmental level, the statutes require the parent to make
a "good faith effort to remedy any deficiency."25

Unlike

Oregon and Louisiana, Washington law fails to define "reason¬
able progress" or specify who is qualified to make such a
determination.

Should a parent be prosecuted for violation

of the law, reasonable progress would be left to the courts
to define.

As superintendents are regarded as neutral, there

is no recognized authority which has jurisdiction

in the

matter and statutes lack any enforcement provision.
Better defined is Washington’s formal recognition of
part-time public school students.

Through the local school

district and at the public school facility, home schooled and
public

school

receive
remedial
services)

students may take

ancillary

services

instruction,
and

(i.e.,

health

participate

instructional

counseling,

care,

in

courses

sports

speech

and

or

testing,
hearing

activities.

Such

students are considered as part time and prorated state funds
are allocated to the school districts providing instruction.
Part-time students may make use of school district transpor¬
tation, and under this program home school students tested
at public schools are not charged for this service.26
Another noteworthy provision is Washington's Approved
Private Schools Extension Program in Home Based Instruction.
For parents who must be supervised by a certified teacher,
many do so under this provision.

For requirement purposes
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the student is considered an approved private school enrollee
and

instruction

designated

is

given

supervisor

at

plans

home.

With

the

objectives

parent,

and

a

curricula

consistent with that of the private school, spends a minimum
per month of one hour per week with the

student and

is

responsible for evaluating the student's progress.27
To the credit of home schoolers, Washington has strong
home school associations.
School Organization

One group,

(W.H.O)

the Washington Home

provides support for all home

schoolers regardless of method or philosophy.

A published

directory lists home school members by city and the services
offered

by

each

group

or

individual.

Curricula,

parent

qualifying courses, testing and support groups are resources
available through this organization.28

Oregon

A

seven

member

advisory

council

comprised

of

six

nonpublic representatives and one member not associated with
a private school has been established to officially represent
Oregon's

nonpublic

education.

Primarily

initiated

by

nonpublic religious schools, the council now includes a home
school

member.

.

Meeting

regularly

with

state

education

officials, the council voices concerns and makes recommenda¬
tions to the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

A problem

which is currently being addressed by the council involves
the

educational

services

which

are

being

offered

to
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registered private schools.
services to
schoolers.

Some districts provide multiple

state approved private

institutions

Others provide little or none.

and home

Who is entitled

to these services as well as what service shall be allowed
will be worked through this committee.
The council has not been without its problems.

The

Office of Public Education relates that the council still
struggles to define its role and the role of its members.
Although the council*s continued existence at times has been
tenuous,

this advisory group is a positive attempt toward

cooperation.29
Like Louisiana, Oregon has minimum requirements for home
schools,

and

accountability

student testing.

is

sought

primarily

through

At least ten days prior to the commencement

of home instruction a parent or private teacher must provide
the county superintendent with written notice of intent.

The

superintendent must acknowledge receipt of the notification
before a child can be withdrawn from school and thereafter
before the beginning of each school year.30

The only other

requirement placed upon home schoolers is that the child be
annually examined.

From a list of seven tests approved by

the State Board of Education, the parent may select the exam
that is to be given.
neutral

person

(no

to the

child)

who

requirements.31

All tests must be administered by a
relationship by bloodline
also

must

meet

state

or marriage

qualification

Those qualified to administer the exam must
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show proof of one of the following: current state teaching
certificate; current state license as a psychologist; proof
of

purchase

successful

of

test

on

approved

completion

of

a

measurements.32
test

list;

graduate

or

course

evidence
in

tests

of
and

Testing costs are borne by the parent and

results must

be made

known

to

both

the

parent

and

superintendent. • Should the superintendent determine that
unsatisfactory progress has been made by the child (defined
by law),33 he/she may order the parent to return that child
to school.

No parent, however, may be ordered to do so based

upon the results of the first annual examination.34
Ohio
To address the concerns of private evangelical schools,
the State of Ohio provides a dual system of standards for
nonpublic schools.35
appointed

a

schools.
tee

was

In 1979,

committee

to

the Ohio Board' of Education

review

standards

organized

specifically

to

analyze

for

chartered

must

meet

and

the

This subgroup,

representatives from all religious groups,

schools

all

Ohio

An intensive study was undertaken and a subcommit¬

desires of religious schools.

dards

for

nonchartered

qualifications

needs

made up of

developed stan¬

schools.36

similar

and

to

the

Charter
public

schools and these institutions receive some public money for
transportation and auxiliary services.
are

ineligible for these

Nonchartered schools

funds and must maintain minimum
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requirements.

Standards for these nonchartered schools still

require

teachers

that

hold

a

bachelor’s

degree

and

the

schools follow standards for curricula, attendance and health
and safety.37

Additionally,

these schools are required to

report to the parents and the state that these standards are
being met.38
Although

this

committee

was

not

ongoing,

it

was

a

notable attempt to establish standards through a representa¬
tive

body.39

The

success

of

this

committee

led

to

the

appointment of an advisory committee to make recommendations
for home education.
committee,

chaired

Since the spring of 1988, an 18 member
by

an

attorney

and

representing

home

school parents, school personnel and other citizens, has been
meeting for over one year on this subject.

On June 12, 1989

a hearing will be held on the committee's proposal, before
it proceeds to the State Board of Education for approval.40
The proposal states its purpose as desiring "to provide for
consistent application throughout the state

.

.

.

and to

safeguard the primary right of parents to provide education
to their child(ren)."41

It also unequivocally states that

home school education must be in accordance with the law.
As Ohio law does not expressly recognize home schooling but
provides for a child to be excused from compulsory atten¬
dance, the district superintendent has authority to make that
determination.

Under the new recommendations, parents must

annually notify the superintendent that they will be home
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schooling and provide assurance that the subject matter will
cover

language,

reading,

spelling,

writing,

geography,

history of the United States and Ohio, national, state and
local

government,

mathematics,

science,

health,

physical

education, fine arts, first aid, safety and fire prevention.
An outline of the curricula as well as a list of the text¬
books

and

teaching

materials

must

be

submitted.

Such

submission is designated for informational purposes only and
home schools are not required to include in their program
any concept, topic or practice that is in conflict with the
sincerely

held

instructors

religious

must

also

beliefs

provide

of

parent.42

the

evidence

of

a

high

Home
school

diploma or equivalent? or other credential deemed appropriate
by the superintendent? or work under a person who holds a
baccalaureate degree until children's test results demon¬
strate the home instructor's proficiency.43

Academic assess¬

ment is also required and may be satisfactorily met through
one of the following:

(1) a nationally normed, standardized

achievement test given by a certified teacher or a person
authorized by the test publisher or another person mutually
agreed upon by parent and superintendent.

A child scoring

in the 25th percentile shall be deemed performing at reason¬
able

proficiency,

(2)

a

written

narrative

regarding

the

child's performance prepared by a certified teacher or other
person mutually .agreed upon by parent and superintendent,
(3)

an

alternative

assessment

of

the

child's

proficiency
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through a means mutually agreed upon by parent and superin¬
tendent.

Standardized testing as part of school testing

program will be borne by the district.

Private testing or

other alternatives will be the parent's financial respon¬
sibility.44
Should the assessment not indicate a child's reasonable
proficiency, the parent must submit to the superintendent a
plan of remediation.

If during the remediation period a

child does not demonstrate reasonable progress, the superin¬
tendent may revoke the child's excuse from attendance subject
to a due process hearing.45
If passed, this current proposal also allows for a home
school child to be enrolled part time in the public school.46
These six states have attempted to increase communica¬
tion between the educational sectors.
been

on

public

and

private

school

The primary focus has
cooperation,

and

New

Hampshire, Louisiana, Washington and Oregon have representa¬
tive advisory boards which address private school concerns.
Accreditation of private schools in Louisiana,
and

Florida

schools

is

seek

standards

voluntary.

state

In

approval

Louisiana,

and

are

Oregon

however,

supportive

many

of

the

designed by the representative commission.

In

Florida, the state assumes no responsibility for accredita¬
tion of private schools.

A private association recognizes

accrediting

reports

agencies

and

that

83 percent

of

the

enrollment in private institutions attend approved schools.
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In the states of New Hampshire, Washington and Ohio all
private

schools

must

be

approved.

Washington,

however,

reports that some schools do not seek approval and function
outside of the law.

The State of New Hampshire considers

itself highly successful
compliance.

The

in bringing private schools into

state credits

its

success to the broad

representation of the nonpublic school commission and to the
commitment of its members.
For home schoolers in New Hampshire, Florida, Louisiana,
Ohio and Oregon,‘some form of student assessment is required
and continuation of a home school is contingent upon adequate
student progress.

The State of Washington requires student

assessment for parental information only.

The states of New

Hampshire, Florida, Washington and Ohio also require initial
proof of parents' ability to home school.
Although cooperative structures have centered on public
and private school communication, some states are initiating
dialogue with home school representatives as well.

Recently,

the State of Ohio appointed a representative committee to
develop home school
school
member.

standards,

advisory - council

and in Oregon the private

currently

includes

a home

school

The success of the New Hampshire nonpublic school

commission has led home school representatives to request
the

formation

school issues.

of

a

similar

structure

to

address

home

Such efforts may eventually develop

into
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collaborative relationships which include all educational
sectors.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

The

past

education.

25

years

Although

have

private

seen

a

new

Catholic

diversity

institutions

in

have

experienced a decline, evangelical Protestant schools are on
the increase.

The country has also witnessed an expansion

in secular school alternatives as well as in the number of
parents choosing to educate their children at home.

Although

there may be multiple reasons for this diversity, authorities
credit the evangelical movement and the philosophy of the
late educator John Holt as most influential.
For

religious

evangelical
Court

advocates,

the

expansion

of

private

education was precipitated by several Supreme

decisions.

In

1962

prayer

in

public

schools

was

officially declared unconstitutional, and in 1963 reading of
the Bible was deemed allowable for historical or literary
purposes only.1

These rulings established the public schools

as secular and moved public education away from the Protes¬
tant values on which
evangelical

it was

Protestants

have

founded.

In response,

turned

private

to

some

religious

institutions.
Many followers of John Holt have also been critical of
the public schools and charge that the public system remains
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overly standardized.

Advocates of this philosophy feel that

the institutionalized public schools inadequately prepare a
child for a future in a post-industrial society and believe
that only through home schooling can a child's potential be
realized.
This new diversity in education, especially the return
to home instruction, has left many states in a quandary as
to

how to

attempts

deal with
to

controversy

these educational

regulate
over

these

options.

alternatives

regulating

structures,

funding, and constitutional rights.

have

States'
met

with

curricula

and

Home schoolers, private

school and part-time public school students do not fit easily
into government hierarchical

structures,

unclear who has regulatory jurisdiction.

and

it

is

often

In addition, state

standards used to regulate public schools are ill-suited for
private and home schools.
Disputes over curricula and funding are also problema¬
tic.

What should be taught and how is often hotly debated

with

conflicts

over

entanglement

central

to

the

issue.

Public funding for private schools also remains controver¬
sial .

In Minnesota

a voucher

system allows high

school

students to use public monies for nonsectarian courses at
private religious colleges.

Court cases indicate that public

monies may be used for private education if the purpose is
secular

in

nature

and

religious institution.

aids

the

student

rather

than

the
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It has been long recognized that the state need not be
the sole provider of education.

Pierce v. Society of Sisters

firmly established that educational options may exist.
courts have also consistently held that the

The

state has

a

compelling educational interest in preparing children to be
self-sufficient and to function effectively in society.2

How

this balance is struck between the parent's right to choose
the

child's

education

and

the

state's

standards varies from state to state.
court cases reflect this disparity.
one

district

court

upheld

the

right

to

impose

The outcomes of state
For nonpublic schools,

state's

rights

to

require

teacher certification and stated that although achievement
testing was less burdensome, it failed to adequately ensure
the state's interest.3

In another state,

teacher certifi¬

cation and textbook approval was declared an onerous burden
and achievement testing was deemed acceptable.4

For home

schoolers in West Virginia, the State Supreme Court endorsed
requirements for proof of parental teaching ability, subject
matter and

student assessment.5

In Michigan,

a district

court declared that the state must prove its own educational
program would produce better results than if the child was
educated by the parents.6
The

states

reviewed

educational policy.
State.

For

home

also

verify

this

diversity

in

At one end of the spectrum is Washington
schoolers

this

state

exerts

its

right

initially, requiring the instructor to have taken 45 college
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credits or a course in home based instruction, work under a
certified

teacher,

or

have

their

approved by the superintendent.

home

school

curricula

Some form of assessment is

also required, but it is solely for the parents* information.
In Oregon, the state does not require initial verification
but substantiates that its interest has been met through a
standardized test requirement.

Oregon specifies minimum test

scores and defines steps which must be taken if remediation
is found to be necessary.

In Montana, the state specifies

curricula and attendance requirements, but requires no proof
of compliance.
For private, schools in New Hampshire and Ohio, several
options for meeting state standards exist.

In these states

all schools must be approved and even the minimum option for
accreditation requires verification that state regulations
have been met.

In other states such as Oregon and Montana

accreditation is voluntary.
tion,

For those not seeking accredita¬

there are minimum attendance and curricula require¬

ments, but verification of compliance is not required.

The

State of Florida assumes no responsibility for accrediting
private schools.

Regulation of these schools is accomplished

through a private association which recognizes independent
accrediting agencies.

Florida public officials meet regular¬

ly with this organization and the state annually publishes
a detailed report on all accredited and nonaccredited private
schools in the state.
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Much

controversy

has

surrounded

the

regulation

of

educational options, and the states reviewed have sought to
enhance communication between the educational sectors.

Most

have done so through representative structures with the focus
on private school regulation.

Washington, Oregon, Louisiana

and New Hampshire have ongoing state sponsored councils which
represent

nonpublic

schools.

These

structures

develop

standards and act as advisory councils to State Education
Boards.

Some,

such as Oregon

private representatives only.
council,

which

rates

itself

and Louisiana,

consist

of

The 21 member New Hampshire
as

highly

successful,

is

comprised of private school and state officials as well as
citizens not representative of either.
Ohio has employed representative structures to establish
standards for both private and home schools.

In Ohio such

disparity existed within the private school sector, as well
as between the private and public school sectors, that the
committee disbanded once the initial standards were hammered
out.

Most admitted, however, that they came away with a new

awareness and understanding of each others concerns.
Oregon,

In

the ongoing nonpublic school advisory council now

includes a home school representative.
For Montana, the options for cooperation and communica¬
tion are now open.

One study suggests that there are four

elements

for

First

is

necessary
that

of

cooperative

timeliness.

efforts

There

must

succeed.7

to
be

a

general
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recognition that there is a need for cooperation and that the
time is right for such an endeavor.
a willingness to

give up

invest in the solution.

Secondly, there must be

territoriality

and to mutually

It is necessary for these first two

elements to be met before the third can occur, that of trust.
Fourth, each participating group must perceive a benefit from
the effort.8

Perhaps most prohibitive to cooperation between

educational sectors is threat to educational territory and
the resulting lack of trust.
Currently suggestions for cooperative efforts receive
a distrustful eye from all sides.
open

public

schools

for

There is a fear that to

part-time

instruction

of

home

schoolers may encourage the home school movement and further
weaken

the

public

school

monopoly.

Home

schoolers

may

believe that such a move will open the door to more regula¬
tion as well as splinter their solidarity as parents take
advantage of both systems.

Encouragement of the home school

movement or of collaborative efforts between home schoolers
and public schools may also threaten private schools which
have existed for many years as the sole alternative to the
public system.
Leroy Ensign, principal of Heritage Christian, reports
that his efforts toward cooperation and offers to provide
curricula, testing and other services to home schoolers have
met

with

rebuke.

In the past he

has

ordered

curricula
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materials for home schoolers but discontinued the practice
when home school parents failed to pick them up.9
As for the MEA and home school representatives,

home

schoolers report that previously MEA President Feaver had
assured them that it was not MEA's intent to do anything
about the home school movement in Montana.
passage of the MEA resolution,

Since the recent

Feaver has replied that he

cannot anticipate what people in MEA might do from year to
year.10

The stiff MEA resolution has been interpreted by

home schoolers as lack of respect for parents and an attack
on their right to direct their child's education.11
Educators in Montana also feel threatened and distrust¬
ful as home schoolers denounce "professionals" who think they
are

the

only

children.12
from

an

ones

to

make

decisions

about

Alvin Toffler observes that as society shifts

industrial

"professional"
authority.

qualified

is

society to

an

no

revered

longer

informational
as

the

one,

the

absolute

Increased access to information has allowed lay

persons to exert more control over decisions affecting their
own lives and the lives of their children.

Toffler believes

the role of the professional is gradually shifting from one
of unquestioning authority to one of a consultant who works
alongside

the

lay

person.13

Toffler's

observations

are

reflective of the educational diversity now taking place.
The growth of private and home schools, and calls for choice
through vouchers, all indicate parents' desire to assess and
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direct their children's education.

Home schoolers especially

want to be a part of the educational process and refuse to
unquestioningly turn their children over to professionals.
A recent article in the Grapevine advocates the rights of
parents to be responsible for their children and criticizes
those

who

promote

authority.

professionals

as

The Grapevine states,

the

only

qualified

"Just because a person

claims 'professional' credentials does not necessarily mean
he/she is right."14
Despite
groups,

obvious

there

is

an

tension

between

increasing

awareness

improve communication on all sides.
association

representing

religious,

education interests meets regularly.
be meeting with.Nancy Keenan,

these

educational

of the

need to

For private schools, an
secular

and

special

Soon the committee will

Superintendent of Office of

Public Instruction, and a nonpublic school representative on
the State Board of Education is a possibility.15
Presently
Instruction,
agreed to
issues.

state

and

the

legislators,

the

Montana

School

Home

Office

of

Coalition

form an ad hoc committee to study home
The official

position

of

Public

the Montana

have

school

Education

Association which calls for stringent home school standards
has undoubtedly increased the tension between the association
and

home

schoolers.

seeking

to

bridge

invited

Danita

However,
the

Hane,

gaps.

home

leaders

of both sides

President

schooler

Eric

Feaver

and publisher

of

are
has
the
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Grapevine, to speak at the MEA convention in October as well
as meet with the MEA Board of Directors.

Feaver believes the

current MEA position may be politically unrealistic and is
encouraging

MEA

board

members

to

work

with

rather

than

against home school representatives.16
These efforts

indicate that

some

of the cooperative

structures employed by several of the states reviewed may be
feasible.

In

Louisiana,

a private

school

commission

comprised of all private school representatives.

is

Since such

a group already meets unofficially, to develop and recommend
accrediting options for private schools might be easily done.
For home schoolers, the Montana Coalition has recently formed
and could also research a variety of home school issues and
make recommendations.
A structure similar to the
council is also possible.
working

with

private

successful

OPI has expressed an interest in

schools,

and

other

community leaders could be easily recruited.
OPI

and

together.

state

New Hampshire

legislators

have

already

key

public

and

Home schoolers,
agreed

to

work

An ongoing structure could be an extension of this

current process.
The Louisiana model may be easily achieved,
Hampshire one more difficult.

the New

Unless the sectors involved

can suspend their preconceived notions about each other and
put issues of territory aside,

little may be accomplished.

The investment in the solution and the benefits,

however.
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are evident.
minimally

The state would be assured its interests are

met,

and

the

standards

developed

would

be

acceptable to those involved.
A

structure

which

combines

home

and

private

school

interests, similar to the tenuous Oregon attempt, may be even
less successful.

Private schools may see little benefit to

being

such

a

part

of

a

committee,

and vice

versa.

In

addition, both groups may be strongly protective of educa¬
tional territory.
None of the states studied have initiated a committee
to include home schoolers, private and public school teachers
and

administrators,

state

officials,

state

legislators,

education association representatives, business leaders and
other community members.

At present to undertake such a

comprehensive approach may be difficult.
interviewed,
research

all

and

but

one

enhanced

supported

Of the individuals

such

communication.

a

framework

Even

so,

for
some

questioned the practicality of such a council and indeed,
unless all groups are willing to give up territoriality and
invest mutually in such a committee,
successful.

it is unlikely to be

We may need, however, to develop new perspec¬

tives on education, and from such a council there may be much
to gain.

The investment in a solution each sector makes, the

willingness to give up territoriality, and the benefit each
perceives

must

be

that

every

child have

opportunity to reach her/his potential.

the

educational
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Some

believe that as

the country

shifts

to a post¬

industrial society, there will be a new focus on public and
private, and school and work relationships to which we must
all respond.

If we continue to focus on "familiar domains,"

we "will increasingly feel frustrated as old conversations
repeat themselves and like minded folk fail to produce new
ideas.
and

There is an urgent need for cross-sector conversation

joint

planning."17

If

the

educational

children are to be adequately addressed,
communication may need to be initiated.

a

needs

of

all

structure

for

A representative

committee of public, private and home school representatives
as well as business and other community leaders may be in
order.

This

separately

committee

at

times

and

and

perhaps

jointly

solutions to educational concerns.

at

subgroups
others

to

may

meet

develop

Such a joint effort may

take many forms and may temporarily adjourn when one task is
done and reorganize as issues evolve.
include the sharing of resources,

As issues begin to

part-time public school

attendance and vouchers, a representative structure would be
in place to

study these

concerns

in depth.

To

seek to

institute legislation on these issues without comprehensive
study only fuels- the educational conflicts that exist.
As we continue to diversify many believe we will see new
abuses and some system of accountability must be in place.
Such diversity should not mean lack of accountability, rather
the development of a means for the state to substantiate its
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interests in the least burdensome way, and at the same time
allow for choice.
With the trend toward decentralization and diversifi¬
cation,

the

state may

not wish

to

directly

take

on

new

regulatory responsibilities, both for political and financial
reasons.

A committee such as this one may instead authorize

a variety of agencies to accredit private schools, with the
state only requiring proof of certification.

They may also

wish to identify those who could assess a child's progress
in a home school program.

Diverse means might be recognized

in which the measure of assessment would be reflective of
teaching methods.
cation

of

the

remediation.

Again the state may only require verifi¬

evaluation
As

for

process

cost,

if

and

done

of

any

through

necessary
the

public

schools, it might be financed by the state, if privately, the
parent might bear the cost.
If we are to look to the future, we may need to begin
planning now.

If children are to reach their potential,

educational systems may need to be open.

Eventually children

may take advantage of a variety of educational opportunities
and flow through diverse systems.
be

willing

to

let

go

of

Educational sectors must

territoriality

and

develop

new

collaborative responses.
Currently public school officials, threatened by attacks
on their professional competency, have responded with tough
MEA resolutions.

Home schools in turn reply that,

at the
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very least, they are not doing a worse job than the public
schools.

Certain public schools such as the Bozeman School

District,

however,

tout standardized test scores of 85-95

percentile and a 4 percent dropout rate,18 and lack of

a

requirement to measure a child's progress has left Montana
home schoolers without data to substantiate their claims.
It

is

this

author's

opinion that

comparison

of

failures

cannot be a basis for educational policy and all sectors must
seek to

improve.

v

Public

schools must admit the

current

system fails some children and be willing to discuss with
parents

alternatives

to

the

public

system.

When

early

childhood educators warn, and public administrators agree,
that

the

children

current
may

respond.19
devise

a

structured

be

academic

detrimental,

the

As for private education,
system which

requires

movement
public

for

young

system

must

private schools must

certain

standards

of

all

private schools, whether it be state or private accredita¬
tion.

States such as New Hampshire and Ohio offer several

accrediting

options,

and

Florida

through a private association.

addresses

these

Home schoolers,

issues

too,

must

seek adequate educational opportunities for all children and
be willing to substantiate that home school
performing well.

children are

If we seek to do the best for our children,

then private and public schools need to open their doors to
part-time students.

In turn, home schoolers must recognize

that they may not be able to fulfill all the educational
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needs of their children and be willing to take advantage of
the

part-time

schools.

resources

offered

by

public

and

private

The most responsive educational programs may come

from the collaborative efforts of all sectors.
The issues we face today echo the concerns of Thomas
Jefferson years ago.

If we are to keep some commonality

while allowing for choice, informational systems may be a key
element.

A cross-sectional committee can facilitate communi¬

cation and sharing of information between sectors,

it can

establish new partnerships in which a child may have the
benefit of the best of several educational sectors,

and it

can develop appropriate means of accountability.
We cannot turn back the clock.

The growth of home and

private schools, the trend toward vouchers and the reintegra¬
tion of work into education all testify to the move toward
diversification.

Even within the public schools,

alterna¬

tives are in progress - 80 Montessori schools now function
in the public system.20

If we are to do the best by our

children, we must begin to plan for the future and develop
new systems of cooperation and accountability.
After the final no comes
a yes
And on that yes the future of
the world depends.
Wallace Stevens
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